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Summary 

Introduction 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent malignant neoplasm occurring in women, both in Poland and 

around the world, and at the same time it is the second most common cause of cancer deaths in 

women. It is very rarely found in men. The clinical course of this disease depends on many aspects, 

including the baseline stage of progression, histopathological diagnosis, tumour grade, thepresence 

of estrogen and progesterone receptors as well as the HER2 receptor. In some situations it may be 

genetically determined. The clinical symptom of breast cancer is the presence of a tumour, 

sometimes detected accidently during mammography or ultrasound examination of the mammary 

glands. The most common risk factors include age (most cases are observed after the age of 50), 

genetic factors (mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, family history of breast cancer  in first 

degree relatives), hormonal factors (early menarche and late menopause), personal history of benign 

breast conditions, obesity. The basic methods of radical treatment of breast cancer are surgery 

(conserving treatment with sentinel node procedure or radical mastectomy with possible 

lymphadenectomy) combined with adjuvant chemotherapy (before or after surgery), adjuvant 

hormone therapy, molecularly targeted treatment (such as trastuzumab, pertuzumab depending on 

the presence of a predictive factor such as HER2 overexpression), adjuvant radiotherapy. In 

palliative treatment, we can use chemotherapy, hormone therapy, and radiotherapy. Targeted 

molecular therapies  such as trastuzumab, pertuzumab, lapatinib, trastuzumab-emtansine, CDK4/6 

inhibitors are currently of invaluable importance in both radical and palliative treatment of breast 

cancer. Lapatinib is an EGFR (ErbB1) and HER2 (ErbB2) receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor  with 

proven efficacy in the palliative treatment of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer. 

The aim of the study 

              The aim of the presented study was to evaluate the effectiveness and toxicity of lapatinib 

and capecitabine treatment in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer previously 

treated with trastuzumab at the Lublin Oncology Center. St. Jan from Dukla in the years 2007-2017. 



The analysis of the results presented in the study was used to determine the predictors of the 

therapeutic effect of the applied treatment. 

Material and methods 

The study uses the method of retrospective analysis of medical records in terms of the effectiveness 

and toxicity of lapatinib treatment. The analysis included a group of 187 patients diagnosed with 

HER-2 positive, metastatic breast cancer, treated at the Lublin Region Oncology Center. st. Jana z 

Dukla in the period from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2017. Patients were qualified for 

treatment with the lapatinib + capecitabine regimen, and previously received a regimen containing 

trastuzumab combined with chemotherapy or hormone therapy,  in the adjuvant or palliative 

regimen. The obtained therapeutic effect was assessed depending on the clinical condition of the 

patients, indicators of the neoplastic process, applied treatment regimens, and distant metastases. 

The efficacy of lapatinib and capecitabine treatment was assessed on the basis of a tomography scan 

performed every 12 weeks, according to RECIST 1.0 or 1.1. The toxicity of the treatment was also 

assessed according to the CTCAE criteria. 

Based on the data obtained, an analysis was performed using quantitative and qualitative statistical 

methods. The distribution of the analyzed features was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk W test. The 

differences between the compared groups for quantitative traits were checked with the following 

tests (depending on the found distribution): t-Student, U Mann-Whitney. Differences in the 

frequency of occurrence of the analyzed qualitative traits (expressed as a number and appropriate 

percentage) between individual groups were tested with the χ2 (χ2, χ2 Fisher) test. To evaluate the 

achieved therapeutic effect and toxicity, a logistic regression model was used (the correctness of the 

fit was assessed on the basis of the ROC curve and the Hosmer-Lemeshow test). The study assumed 

a 5% error risk, so for p <0.05 the differences were considered statistically significant. The program 

Statistica 13 (StatSoft, Inc.) was used for the calculations. The available literature was also 

reviewed. 

Results 

Patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer treated with lapatinib and capecitabine, who 

achieved complete or partial remission of their disease were treated statistically significantly longer 



- often over 7 months - compared to patients who achieved disease stabilization or progression 

according to Recist 1.0 or 1.1 criteria and was usually associated with varying degrees of CTCAE 

toxicity. The presented study allowed for the identification of a predictor of toxicity during 

treatment with trastuzumab with chemotherapy or hormone therapy before treatment with lapatinib 

with capecitabine and toxicity during treatment with lapatinib and capecitabine. A higher degree of 

toxicity correlated with partial remission of the disease, and the lack of toxicity was often associated 

with disease progression. Patients requiring lapatinib treatment modification due to toxicity were 

statistically significantly more likely to achieve partial remission of the disease according to the 

Recist 1.0 or 1.1 criteria. 

Toxicity during lapatinib treatment was statistically significantly more common in patients over 60 

years of age. The development of toxicity was a predictor of a good response to treatment with 

lapatinib and capecitabine. The lack of toxicity during treatment with lapatinib and capecitabine 

resulted in statistically significantly more frequent disease progression in patients. The analysis of 

the presented results proves that the effectiveness of lapatinib treatment with capecitabine was not 

related to the general condition of patients assessed according to the WHO scale. 

Conclusions: 

1. Patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer treated with lapatinib and capecitabine, who 

achieved complete or partial remission of the disease, were treated statistically significantly longer, 

often over 7 months, compared to patients who achieved disease stabilization or progression, it was 

usually associated with various degrees of toxicity. 

2. Toxicity during the trastuzumab treatment with chemotherapy or hormone therapy, including 

dermatological toxicity, occurred in patients with complete or partial remission of the disease after 

treatment with lapatinib. 

3. Patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer with a partial response to treatment with 

lapatinib, had statistically significantly more often different degrees of toxicity associated with the 

treatment. 

4. The analyzed results of treatment of patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, who 

had the doses of lapatinib and capecitabine reduced during lapatinib treatment and who received 

adjuvant treatment, statistically significantly more likely responded to treatment with complete or 

partial disease regression. 



5. Older patients - over 60 years of age - statistically significantly more often responded to a 

different degree of toxicity to treatment with lapatinib with capecitabine and it is legitimate to 

conclude that the toxicity during this treatment is related to age. 

6. Disease progression was statistically significantly more frequent in patients without symptoms of 

toxicity associated with lapatinib treatment. 

7. The effectiveness of lapatinib treatment was not statistically significantly correlated with the 

general condition of the patients according to the WHO scale. 

8. The presented study allowed for the identification of a predictor of toxicity during treatment with 

trastuzumab with chemotherapy or hormone therapy - before treatment with lapatinib with 

capecitabine, and toxicity during treatment with lapatinib and capecitabine. A higher degree of 

toxicity correlated with partial remission of the disease, and the lack of toxicity was often associated 

with disease progression. 


